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Abstract: Previous research has focused on two types of initial attack: random attack and hub-targeted
attack. However, in real scenarios, some system sometimes suffer from damage based on network shell.
In this paper, we propose a kind of attacking model based on shell structure, which means that nodes within
network malfunction shell after shell after some node (root node) fails. Additionally, we numerically study the
robustness of networks with Possion degree distribution, Regular random network (RR network) and Scalefree network under this attack. We find that the critical shell, where the size of giant component approach
zero, is nearly the one of two farthest shell. The result highlight the need to consider shell properties in
designing robust networks.
.
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1

Introduction

In the last decades, the study of complex networks has attracted many researchers from various academic fields, such as
aviation networks, electricity networks, social networks, biological networks [1–4]. With the development of technology
and rapidly growth of information, scholars study actual cases to analyze the statistical characteristics and the dynamic
behaviors of networks by collecting various data from internet, social networks, biological networks, communication
networks, electricity networks and other complex systems [5–7]. Networks can be any tangible objects. Complex networks
as a model can better understand complex systems. A complex network with non-trivial topological features that often
occur in graphs modelling real systems. The study of complex networks is a young and active area of scientific research
inspired largely by the empirical study of real-world networks. Recently, we summarize issues about complex networks as
follows [1, 8–10]. First issue is the structure of complex networks, it not only theoretically describe the some of common
properties in the real topology networks, but also introduce the relevant definitions and notations to guide the constructing
of real networks [1]. And, the concepts such as, node degree, degree distributions and correlations (describing the network
node characteristics) and shortest path lengths, diameter and betweenness (describing the network edge characteristics)
are studied. Additionally, the rest of important notations, like clustering, which is a typical property of acquaintance
networks, where two individuals with a common friend are likely to know each other. And the Motif, that is a pattern of
interconnections occurring either in in graphs with the same number of nodes, links and degree distribution as the original
one, but where the links are distributed at random, also very essential for complex network structure [11–13].
The next issue of complex network is spreading of epidemic and rumors on complex networks [14–16]. Currently, the
research on complex network has become mature; and it has permeated various disciplines. The theory research is not only
limited to Mathematics but also life discipline and engineering discipline and so on. With the study of complex network,
the transmission mechanism has become one of the important branches. Propagation exists widely in nature and human
life, such as virus propagation, rumor propagation. While with the closer communication among people, virus outbreak
in the network and disease propagation in social network will cause enormous impact on human life and economic.
Traditional virus propagation relies mainly on individual contact, including Susceptible-Infected ( SI ) model, SusceptibleInfected-Susceptible (SIS) model, and Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) model and so on. The third focused issue
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of complex network by scientist is network synchronization. People studied synchronization on complex networks by
applying theories of nonlinear dynamics, statistical physics, matrix analysis and computer calculating method. These
researches have great significance for the understanding and practical applications of the synchronization in real networks.
The real-world networks, especially the neural networks, are weighted and directed. On the other hand, synchronization
results in networks of coupled networks presented should be useful for the understanding of the dynamic processing in
many real-world networks [17–19].
As an important branch of complexity theory, complex networks theory attracts more and more scholars from various
research. With rapid growth of information technologies, empirical data are getting increasingly rich. Based on the
quantitative analysis of big data, theoretical research, algorithm design, practical application, and platform framework
etc., the study of complex networks has flourished over the past few years. Previous studies mainly concentrated on
the innovation of theory and method of isolated network. However, most real networks are coupled as interdependent
networks [20–23]. Therefore, the study has some theoretical and practical significance. In this thesis, according to the
coupling characteristics in real networks, we classify the coupling dependency networks into four categories: I) there
only exist interdependent links, II) there exist support-dependence links between networks, III) there exist only interconnectivity links, IV) there exist interdependent and interconnect links. When the system are under random attack or
targeted attack, we study the robustness of networks with theoretical and simulating analysis, by considering the nodes
failure mechanisms of internal network and between two networks. The reliability of complex networks has increasing
become an important issue. People make a lot of effort, but still large-scale cascading failures have occurred from time
to time. Cascading failure of complex network is defined as one or a few nodes or links failure which will lead other
nodes failure through the coupling relations, and it will cause the chain effect and lots of nodes failure, ever the collapse
of the whole network, also vividly called ”avalanche”. As human society networking increasing, people become more and
more strict with the security and reliability of complex network. Therefore, it is necessary to do research for occurrence
mechanism, prevention and control of cascading failure.
Albert et al. numerically studied robustness of the Internet and of a sample of the World Wide Web change when a
fraction f of the nodes are removed [4]. This behavior is in contrast with that observed for random graphs, and consistent
with that of scale-free graphs. The finding highlights that scale-free networks display a surprisingly high degree of
tolerance against random failures. Additionally, Crucitti et al. have used the concept of network efficiency at both global
and local scales to study the effects of errors and attacks on BA and on KE structured scale-free networks [6, 7]. Besides
numerical simulations, a series of analytical approaches to study tolerance to errors and attacks in complex networks
have been proposed. Cohen et al. firstly analytically studied robustness of scale-free networks under randomly and
intentional attack by using percolation theory respectively [10]. And, they also firstly analyze under which condition
the original graph has a giant component. More recently, Shao et al. developed a percolation framework to analytically
and numerically study the robustness of complex networks against such localized attack for networks with any degree
distribution [2]. In particular, they investigated this robustness in Erdős-Rényi (ER) networks, random-regular (RR)
networks, and scale-free (SF) networks. The results suggested that localized attack has the same effect as random attack
on an ER network. An RR network, on the other hand, is always more robust against localized attack compared to
random attack. They also support our model by analyzing two real-world networks, and finding that localized attacks are
significantly more severe than random attacks. In fact, since interconnections between each two nodes in the network
fail when the nodes fail, and others connected through them to the network will also disabled and entire network may
collapse. In the real world, the effects of earthquakes, floods, or war attacks on infrastructure networks and the effects of
a computer virus or malware on computer networks. This kind of attack focus to a certain point to malicious attack. And
then, because of interconnections, the failure start to cause spreading of the disaster and cascading failure occurs at whole
network. Inspired by this motivations, we propose the attacking mode based on shell structure of complex networks.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduced the attacking mode based on shell structure. The main
simulated results for ER, RR and SW networks under the attack are shown in section 3. Finally, this paper is concluded
in Section 4.

2

Model description

In this paper, we study a kind of attacking mode based on shell structure of complex network. When some node within
network are randomly chosen and fails, its neighbors and their neighbors also fail and until whole network collapse. When
the system is attacked by randomly remove one node (root node) of network, Because of the interconnections between
each two nodes, the links are removed continually, network breaks and form a topological structure surrounding attacking
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hole. We assume that if a node in network is remain functional, it must belong to a sufficiently large mutually connected
component. In fact, a large connected component, which includes a finite fraction of the nodes in each network exists only
in networks of sufficiently high mean degree. We call that only nodes in the giant component remain functional. While
nodes that are parts of the remaining smaller components remain keep functional, there should be a path of connectivity
links connecting these small components to the giant component of the other network.

3

Main results

At the beginning, we randomly remove a node as root node, and the fraction p1 of first shell nodes from network are
removed. And remove all the connectivity links that connected to them. Nodes in the second shell within network
that connected the first shell nodes, are also removed together with all the connectivity links that connected to them.
Analogously, the failure nodes in each shell will lead to further failure of nodes in network, finally resulting in cascading
failures. In each step, nodes in one network are functional, either they belong to the giant component of this network, or
they are connected to the giant component of other network through interconnected links. As nodes and links are removed
recursively, the cascading process emerge. In fact, for network with degree distribution P (k), the generating function and
′
∑∞
G (x)
generation function of this branching process are given by G0 = k=0 P (k)xk and G1 = G0′ (1) respectively [24, 25].
0
The averaged fraction of lth nodes zl satisfies a following recursion relation [19]
′

′

zl = [G1 (1)]l−1 G0 (1) = [
′

′

z2 l−1
] z1
z1

(1)

′

where z1 = G0 (1) and z2 = G0 (1)G1 (1). Assuming s1 is the fraction of first shell from randomly choosen, the remaining
is 1 − s1 .
We define rl as the fraction of nodes outside shell l, and rinter and rexter represent the fraction of nodes of inside
and outside lth shell and outside fraction of nodes respectively. rl = Gl−1
1 (1 − s1 ). Let pl denotes fraction of randomly
chosen unprotect nodes within l for randomly selected root node. Thus, the fraction of removing nodes from network is
∑l
1 + 1 pl Nl
q=
(2)
N
where Nl is the number of nodes in shell l.
e ek
−k
For the ER network with poisson degree distribution Pk = e k!k , the corresponding generation functions are be
e
written as G0 = G1 = ek(x−1) respectively, where e
k is the average degree of network [24, 25]. When ER network under
above attack, Fig1(a) shows that the fraction S1 of giant component within remaining network as a function of rexter .
Additionally, We also testify Eq.(1) validity in the subgraph of Fig1(a). From Fig.1(a), we can observe that the size of
giant component gradually increases as each shell are removed. And the size of giant component gradually approach
zero. Therefore, we define critical threshold lc as minimum shell, at which the size of giant component become zero when
network confront with the attack. Furthermore, we notice that lc gradually decreases as average degree k̄ increases from
Fig.1(b). Moreover, the average number L of shell for ER network can be obtained from Eq. (1). And, Fig1(b) also shown
that the critical shell is basically belong to two shells of farthest distance from root node. The same results are also found
for RR network as shown in Fig. 2. For the SF network with two generation functions are respectively [24–26]

∑
m λ−1
m λ−1 k
G0 (x) = M
− ( k+1
)
]x ,
m [( k )
∑M
m λ−1
m λ−1
(3)
−( k+1 )
]kxk−1
m [( k )
G1 (x) = ∑M m λ−1 m λ−1
.
[( )
−(
)
]k
m

k

k+1

Besides the simulation results are agree well with the subgraph of Fig. 1(b), we also notice that lc gradually increases as
λ increases. And lc is the same with the L, which means that when system undergoes attack based on shell structure, only
the farthest shell fail, the giant component just become zero.

4

Conclusions

In summary, we proposed a attacking model based on shell structure of complex networks, which means that the nodes
of shell far from root node also fails. Additionally, we also numerically study robustness of complex networks under the
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Figure 1: (a) For ER network, the simulations result of the size of the giant component S1 versus rexter with different
parameters for ER network. (a) e
k = 4, l = 11 and the number of nodes the number of nodes N = 107 . Otherwise,
comparison between Eq.(1) and simulations of rinter as a function of l are shown in subgraph. (b) The critical shell lc
as a function of k̄ with N = 106 , where L denotes the furthest shell from root node. The simulation results are averaged
over N = 107 realizations for (a), the other are 103 realizations in the simulations.
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Figure 2: (a) For RR network, the simulations result of the size of the giant component S1 versus rexter with different
parameters for ER network. (a) e
k = 4, l = 11 and the number of nodes the number of nodes N = 107 . Otherwise,
comparison between Eq.(1) and simulations of rinter as a function of l are shown in subgraph. (b) The critical shell lc
as a function of k̄ with N = 106 , where L denotes the furthest shell from root node. The simulation results are averaged
over N = 107 realizations for (a), the other are 103 realizations in the simulations.
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Figure 3: (a) For SF network, the simulations result of the size of the giant component S1 versus rexter with different
parameters for ER network. (a) e
k = 4, l = 11 and the number of nodes the number of nodes N = 107 . Otherwise,
comparison between Eq.(1) and simulations of rinter as a function of l are shown in subgraph. (b) The critical shell lc as
a function of λ with N = 106 , where L denotes the furthest shell from root node. The simulation results are averaged
over N = 107 realizations for (a), the other are 103 realizations in the simulations.
attack by taking ER, RR, SF networks as examples. Moreover, we find that the shell, where the giant component become
zero is almost one of two farthest shells from root node. The results highlight that increasing connection density that have
been found to useful to significantly improve robustness of networks.
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